CT artifacts of the proximal aortic neck: an important problem in endograft planning.
To describe the imaging error introduced by noncircular abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) necks in axial and reformatted computed tomographic (CT) images and discuss the potential implications for aortic endografting. The records of 120 endograft patients with preoperative CT axial scans and subsequent 3-dimensional (3D) computerized reconstructions were reviewed. Maximum and minimum infrarenal aortic neck diameters were measured from axial CT scans and 3D reformatted slices at the same point on the vessel. Diameter measurements were made at the largest point within the 10-mm segment of vessel below the lowest renal artery. Excluded were aneurysms with proximal neck minimum diameters >30 mm, neck lengths < 15 mm, or angulation > 75 degrees measured on the axial CT slice. Measuring from reformatted CT slices, 86 (71.6%) cases had < or = 2-mm differences between maximal and minimal neck diameters, comprising the "round neck" group A. In 34 (28.4%) cases, the neck was not round: 26 (21.7%) had diameter differences between 2 and 4 mm (group B) and 8 (6.7%) had a > 4-mm difference (group C; range 4.1-8.1 mm). Although AAA diameter, neck length, and neck angle progressively increased as the difference between neck maximum and minimum diameters grew, i.e., greater eccentricity, these trends did not reach statistical significance. Mean infrarenal neck maximum diameter was significantly larger in group C (30.2 +/- 3.4 mm) compared to groups A (23.0 +/- 2.9 mm, p = 0.0002) and B (23.8 +/- 3.6 mm, p = 0.0003). Hence, 28.4% of AAAs had a noncircular aortic neck of varying degree, and 6.7% had an eccentricity factor that may have clinical significance. This study confirms the importance of selecting an endoprosthesis sized 15% to 20% larger than the infrarenal aortic neck diameter. Three-dimensional reconstruction using reformatted CT slices perpendicular to the flow lumen is an important tool that offers enhanced accuracy of infrarenal aortic neck evaluation.